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FOREWORD

The curriculum material that follows has been created by sixteen

participants of a sumtler 1966 workshop, which had as its aim the pro-

duction of a reading booklet to be used especially by migrant children.

This booklet, called the Zip Pak, was to have these characteristics:

(1) take about two weeks of class time; (2) appeal to the migrant child

with his special set of needs; (3) be as interesting and creative as

possible; and (4) have a built-in pre- and post-testing program for evalu-

ation purposes. We leave it to the judgment of the teachers and pupils

who use these Zip Paks whether or not the above criteria were met.

Several sets of Zip Paks were produced, ranging from the reading

readiness level through the third level, and each Zip Pak has an ac-

companying Teacher's Manual to assist in its use.

These Zip Pak materials have been produced with the help of migrant

children who attended a summer school program to which the teachers were

attached. The four week duration of the workshop allowed time only for

the grossest testing of new ideas, and the materials in the Zip Pak book-

lets are not the accomplished work to be expected from a major curric-

ulum development project. The Zip Paks, at this stage, merely represent

a first exploratory effort and are being presented with this question in

mind: "To what extent are these ideas useful in pointing out a direction

of movement for a future project?" The users of this booklet can help

provide some answers to this question.

Norval C. Scott

Program Associate

Project EDINN
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Introduction

The migrant child, because of the many factors involved in his

background, is often in need.of additional aid. More often than not,

the classroom teacher does not have time to develop the necessary

materials needed for this additional aid.

This material was developed to give additional aid in reading and

vocabulary building. It is not a finished product. It is, however, a

point from which the te...cher might begin.

Generally speaking, this material was developed to be used with

children bytween the ages of 8 and 12 years old, working at a second

grade level. The speaking vocabulary of these children will be fairly

normal but their reading and writing vocabulary will be low. An attempt

has been made here to reinforce their reading vocabulary, using words

already a part of their speaking vocabulary.

There are two types of lesson6 provided. The first type, which

we will refer to as Type A, provides a student's book, in which all

lessons are presented: The second type, which we will call Type B, is

located almost entirely in the teacher's manual. Either one or both

of these.types may be used, depending on the child and the teacher's

judgment. As a general rule, variation seems to bring the best results.

General Objective

it is reasonable to believe that the child will show some improve-

ment in word recognition during the course of the Zip Pak lessons.
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It is also probable that thro gh a gain in word recognition, the

attitude of the student toward reaciing in general might improve. His

reading vocabulary will grow, and because of this, he will feel more

secure in other reading situaticns.

Behavioral Objective

A gain of at least ten percent be expected in word recognition,

using the pre-test and post-test as a gide. In many cases we should

find the gain to be substantially higher'.

Evaluation

The pre -test for Type A is the same is the post-test. It is

located on page 34 of the student booklet.

The pre-test for Type B is located on the last page of this

manual. The pre-test for Type B is also the same as the post-test.

(The words are taken from a list of words most used by authors.)

1. Administration of the Tests

The pre-test for both of these types is to be given

before starting the lessons. The post-test is admin-

istered at the completion of all lessons. In both

cases, the student is asked to pronounce each word

clearly.

2. Scoring

The teacher records the number of correct responses

given by the student.

9
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Materials

Lessons -- Type A

Scissors

Crayons

Pencil

Rubber band

Lessons -- Type B

Sawdust (essential)

Wheat Paste (essential)

Plaster of Paris (optional)*

Alum (optional)

Plastic Bags

* Clay may be substituted for the above ingredient if available.

10
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General Instructions

Type A

Lessons One Through Six

Generally speaking, the pattern for all six lessons is the same.

Therefore, the general instructions for lesson One also apply to

lesscn S'x.

p-efore beginning the lessons, the teacher should briefly discuss

tie student's booklet with him, explaining what is expected. He should

be encouraged to do the very best work that he can since the book is

to keep. The teacher might also read "A Letter to You" to the student.

It is located at the front of the student's booklet.

The next step is to administer the pre-test and record the number

of correct responses.

There has been no time limit suggested for any of the lessons.

Depending upon the age of the student, and the teacher's judgment, a

reasonable time schedule can be worked out.

In general, then, these are the steps to be followed for each of

the six lessons.

I. Flash Cards

The flash cards are located at the back of the student's book-

let. Before beginning each new lesson, the child should be

provided with scissors and asked to cut out the words for the

appropriate lesson. A boy or girl can be chosen from the class

to help him learn these words. Drilling continues until all

words are recognized by the student. At the beginning of each

11
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new lesson, all previous words are reviewed, using the

flash cards. A rubber band will hold the cards together.

II. After the student recognizes all the words for the lesson,

a short story is provided so that the student sees the

words used in sentences. The teacher, or helper, should

time the student in his reading and record his reading

rate on page one of the student booklet.

III. Reinforcement Activities

A. Say and Write the Words:

If possible, the student should say the word first,

and then write it in the space provided.

B. Answer these Questions:

The student should be able to do this alone. He

should be encouraged to refer to the story and write

only correct replies.

IV. Drawing

For each lesson, there is paper provided and suggestions

made for this activity. Again, he should be encouraged

to do his best, making his picture as pretty as possible.

V. Writing

With the exception of lessons One and Two, the student is

asked to write about what he has drawn. The teacher should

listen to him while he reads his own writing, and if the

situation is favorable, it is suggested that the child might

even read his stories to the class.

12
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VI. The Poem

This is a reading activity where again the child is timed.

It is helpful if the student can be timed twice in this

activity, with his best score being recorded on the reading

chart.

VII. Magic Word Puzzles

Words to complete each puzzle are found in the lesson. The

student should first answer the questions under the puzzle

and then write the correct word in the puzzle. A key to all

puzzles is provided in this manual.

VIII. Crossword Puzzle

There is only one true crossword puzzle provided. It is

located near the back of the student's booklet, and is to be

used only after all lessons are complete, since the words come

from all of the lessons. This could be used as a class activity

if the teacher feels it would be worthwhile. It would bring

the child and the class into a favorable competitive situation.

After the child has completed all lessons, and completed the

crossword puzzle, administer the post-test. Compare the two scores

for improvement.
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Lesson One

Magic Word Puzzles -- Key

Lesson Two Lesson Three

1. knew 1. yellow 1. Mexico

2. knee 2. learn 2. cleans

3. straight 3. fast 3. people

4. before 4. shorter 4. fields

5. curved. 5. longer 5. father

6. knife 6. learning 6. shorter

7. dive 7. parents

8. backs 8. many

9. they 9. sister

10. yesterday 10. near
11. California

Lesson Four Lesson

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Five Lesson Six

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

thirsty
would
when
high
first
empty,
hungry

pencils
loudly
arithmetic
softly
songs
children
moon
outside
when
sad
sometimes
playgrounds

1.

2 .

3.

4.4

5.

6.

7.

8 .

worst
behind
others
sounds
longer
shorter
write
thought

Down

Crossword Puzzle

Across

1. fun 1. face

3. happy 2. blue

4. sounds 3. hungry

6. at 4. swim

14. car 5. playgrounds

15. arithmetic 7. thirst

16. go 8. me

17. sometimes 9. end

18. his 10. eat

19. see 11. square

20. raw 12. glit

21. or 13. as

22. circle

14
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General Instructions

Type B

Introduction to Lessons

The various parts of the lesson or lessons may be used as single

lessons or combined to make longer lessons.

The words used by the, student in his stories may be used for hand-

writing and spelling lessons as well as for reading.

It is strongly suggested that pictures be taken of the student

while any activity is under way.* Students verbalize a great deal

about themselves, and others, when they are the subjects of a lesson,

especially when they see themselves in a photograph.

The words used by the student in his stories rapidly become part

of his sight vocabulary.

The dictionary in the beak of the student's book serves as a

spelling aid and as a list of known words.

* * * * * *

Lesson One

Suggestions to the Teacher

Sawdust may be obtained from school woodshops, lumber yards or

cabinet shops. (A mixture of three-fourths wheat paste and one-fourth

plcster of paris will result in faster drying.)

*Note: Polaroid photographs are ideal for this activity.

5



Part 1 Following Directions

If the student doesn't read or speak English, you or another

person, will have to explain this task.

Part 2 Writing About the Experience

For non-English speakers, the necessary words for the lesson

should be taught and put in basic sentence patterns. Others

should write their own sentences or dictate if necessary.

Part 3 Reading Their Own Sentences

The student's spelling and pronunciation may be corrected

after listening to his story.

The student may be directed to rewrite sentences, to

practice spelling and handwriting.

Part 4 Putting the Story in Their Book

Have the student copy his story into his book when he has

mastered the necessary spelling and handwriting. The

mastered word may be put in the dictionary also.

* * * * * *

Sample Lessons

Lesson One -- Directions for the Student

Part 1 (a) Mix three cups of sawdust, one cup of wheat paste

and one teaspoon of .alum.

(Alum is optional)

(b) Add about one and one-half cups of water, stir until

you get a doughy mixture.

(c) Seal the mixture in a plastic bag. (Baggie, Saran Wrap)

16
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Part 2 Describe in your own words, what you did and felt when

you mixed the sawdust.

Part 3 Read to your teacher what you have written about

the mixture.

Part 4 Copy your viork in your book. Write the words which you

have learned to use in your dictionary.

Lesson Two

Part 1 Use the sawdust mixture to mold two fish. (One large

fish and one small) Put the finished figures on paper

to dry.

Part 2 Dictate or write your own story about what you have done.

Part 3 Read to your teacher what you have written.

Part 4 Copy your story in your book and put the words which you

have learned to use into your dictionary.

Lesson Three

Part 1 Draw and color three fish. Use at least three colors

on each fish.

Part 2 Make a story about the fish and write it for your teacher.

Part 3 Read your story to the teacher.

Part 4 Copy your story .in your book and put the words which you

have learned to use into your dictionary.

17
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Note:. The subjects suggested for modeling or drawing in the sample

lessons may be changed at the teacher's discretion.

Painting of the molded figures may be used as another

vocabulary building activity.

18
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WORD RECOGNITION TEST

about find open came

after first other quick

again funny outside enough

another friend own left

around found party eight

asked grade pick together

away glad place seven

brown game pretty each

back gave took large

beautiful hold last start

because heard try sure

best head told know

better hard thank children

black letter three kind

blue laugh this country

brother milk these ready

bring money under just

both morning water chair

every must warm jump

eye made zipper before

end never right far

fall next keep often

fast nice cut quiet

Pre-Test Score

Post-Test Score


